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We report a unique way to measure the energy band offset of a heterojunction by exploiting the light

absorption profile in the heterojunction under visible-ultraviolet internal photoemission. This method

was used to determine the band alignment of W/Al2O3/n
þInAs/pþAl0.45Ga0.55Sb heterojunctions that

are of interest for tunnel field-effect transistors. The barrier heights from the InAs and Al0.45Ga0.55Sb

valence band maxima to the Al2O3 conduction band minimum are found to be 3.24 eV6 0.05 eV and

2.79 eV6 0.05 eV, respectively, yielding a 0.4 eV6 0.1 eV offset at the InAs/AlGaSb interface. This

approach can readily be applied to characterize a wide range of other semiconductor heterojunctions.

VC 2013 American Institute of Physics. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4772979]

The tunneling field-effect transistor (TFET) is one of the

leading contenders to reduce power dissipation and extend

performance of integrated circuits.1,2 In particular, III-V het-

erojunction TFETs have been designed,3–5 demonstrated,6–10

and projected11,12 to lower power dissipation relative to the

scaled metal-oxide-semiconductor (MOS) FET. The tunnel

current in the heterojunction TFETs is critically dependent

on the barrier heights and band-offsets in these complex het-

erostructures. In this Letter, we report a unique way to mea-

sure this barrier height by controlling and exploiting the light

absorption depth and the optical responses in the heterojunc-

tion under visible-ultraviolet internal photoemission (IPE).

IPE spectroscopy is a well-known, non-destructive

technique to measure the energy barrier height at MOS inter-

faces.13–16 For semiconductor heterojunctions, it appears that

IPE can be adapted in a straight forward fashion. In fact,

with a free electron laser (FEL) as an excitation source, IPE

has been reported using the tunability and intense peak

power of the FEL in the infrared (IR) range to study band

discontinuities of a host of heterojunctions including ZnSe/

GaAs, ZnMgSSe/GaAs, GaAlAs/GaAs, CdS/CdTe, and

InAs/AlSb.17 In the case of MOS structures, IPE model com-

monly used in interpreting experimental data follows

Powell’s model,21 which combines the optical excitation

process in the emitter (semiconductor or metal) with

Fowler’s classical electron transmission model18 or escape

probability of electrons injected from a solid surface to vac-

uum. However, this common model might not be proper

when used to analyze the heterojunction IPE data because of

the epitaxial nature of its interface as opposed to the amor-

phous/crystalline characteristics of the MOS interface.

Another practical inconvenience in the analysis of III-V het-

erojuntion TFETs is that because of the low band offsets, the

typical IPE spectral range, from the near IR through the visi-

ble to the ultraviolet, is not sufficient, and a more elaborate

and sophisticated IR system operated at low temperature is

required, such as FEL-IPE. To circumvent these complica-

tions, we will show that by measuring the band offset of

each individual component of the junction with respect to a

much larger band gap oxide, the low barrier height at the het-

erojunction can be ascertained. This approach was initially

used to analyze a special case of a straddling semiconductor

heterojunction in an earlier study where the structure layout

serendipitously happened to follow this concept.19 In the fol-

lowing, we will delineate this unique technique and apply it

to the determination of the band alignment of the W/Al2O3/

nþInAs/pþAlGaSb TFET. In addition, another important de-

vice parameter is the interface charge, which can be

extracted from the band alignment.

The device structure and the setup of the IPE measure-

ment are shown schematically in Fig. 1(a). The semiconduc-

tor heterojunction was grown by molecular beam epitaxy

(MBE, Intelligent Epitaxy, Richardson, TX20) with the

following layers, starting from a pþ GaSb substrate: 30 nm

pþ GaSb with doping 5� 1018 cm�3; 40 nm of graded pþ

AlGaSb (consisting of 10 nm pþ Al0.15Ga0.85Sb; 10 nm pþ

Al0.30Ga0.70Sb, and 17 nm pþ Al0.45Ga0.55Sb with doping

1.0� 1019 cm�3; and 3 nm undoped Al0.45Ga0.55Sb) and

12 nm nþ InAs with doping 1� 1017 cm�3. An 8 nm Al2O3

FIG. 1. (a) Schematic of the IPE measurement and (b) cross-sectional TEM

image of a W/Al2O3/InAs/AlGaSb structure discussed by Li (see, Ref. 9).
a)E-mail: nhan.nguyen@nist.gov.
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gate dielectric was grown by atomic layer deposition (ALD)

from trimethylaluminum and water at 300 �C, followed by a

10 nm tungsten (W) sputter deposition to create a semitrans-

parent electrode for the IPE measurements. The cross-section

of the sample structure was examined by transmission electron

microscopy (TEM), Fig. 1(b), and the thicknesses of the

Al2O3 and InAs layer were confirmed. The photocurrent was

measured as a function of photon energy from 1.5 eV to

5.0 eV with the applied gate bias, VG, varied from �1.0 to

1.2V in steps of 0.1V. The IPE yield was calculated as the ra-

tio of the measured photocurrent to the incident light flux.

The oxide flat-band voltage, VFB, is determined from VG

when the photocurrent switches direction from positive to

negative.15 The flat-band voltage is found to be 0.2V with

respect to the grounded substrate. Shown in Fig. 2(a) is the

cube root of IPE quantum yield versus photon energy at

VG>VFB,
13–16 where the electric field across the oxide is to-

ward the semiconductor and estimated by (VG-VFB)/(Al2O3

thickness), assuming the gate voltage drop is inside the ox-

ide. Following the classical Powell model,21 the cube root of

IPE yield is assumed to be linear with photon energy above

and near the spectral threshold (U). Since the barrier height

at an oxide/AlSb (or GaSb) interface is lower than that of the

same oxide/InAs interface,22 we can infer that the lower

thresholds in Fig. 2(a) are the barrier heights from the

Al0.45Ga0.55Sb valence band (VB) maxima to the Al2O3 con-

duction band (CB) minimum. When the photoemission yield

contains features that can be identified with the inter-band

critical points (CPs) of the dielectric function of the hetero-

junction materials, AlGaSb and InAs in this case, we can

affirm the photoemission originates from that material.

Showing in Figure 2(b) are the dielectric functions of

AlGaSb and InAs, measured by ellipsometry,13–15 indicating

two particular CP’s, E0
0 and E2, which are relevant to the IPE

spectra depicted in Fig. 2(a). E0
0 and E2, respectively, corre-

spond to the direct transitions from the valence band to the

conduction band at C and X points in the Brillouin zone of

momentum space.23 In particular, the red line aligns with op-

tical critical point E0
0 of AlGaSb to the decrease of the yield

slope at �3.5 eV, indicating the light penetrates beyond the

12 nm InAs layer into AlGaSb with photon energies at least

up to 3.5 eV. The black line aligns the critical point E2 to the

field-independent dip at �4.5 eV, implying the light is

mainly absorbed by the InAs layer at higher photon energies

as the penetration depth decreases. Therefore, the observed

photoemission arises first from Al0.45Ga0.55Sb as the photon

energy goes above the Al0.45Ga0.55Sb threshold, and then

additional electrons are emitted from InAs as the photon

energy increases above the InAs threshold. The increase of

the yield1/3 slope at �3.2 eV signifies the onset of the photo-

emission from the InAs layer over the Al2O3 barrier. We

have thus shown that both barrier heights can readily be

extracted, one from the InAs layer and the other from the

AlGaSb substrate.

To further confirm the threshold energy assignments

described above, we performed IPE on two additional devi-

ces, one with a much thicker (30 nm) InAs layer and the

other with an ultrathin (less than 3 nm) InAs layer. Their cor-

responding cubic root yield plots are compared at the same

oxide electric field with that of the 12 nm InAs device as dis-

played in Fig. 3. In the comparatively thick (30 nm) InAs

layer (Fig. 3(a)), light penetration is limited to the InAs

layer; thus only the optical feature of E2 of InAs near 4.5 eV

is observed. The photoemission comes from the InAs layer,

and the threshold, U, near 3.2 eV is, therefore, the band off-

set between the InAs VB and the Al2O3 CB. On the other

hand, in the sample with a much thinner InAs layer (less

than 3 nm), only the bulk AlGaSb optical feature E0
0 near

3.5 eV is observed dominating in the photoemission spec-

trum (Fig. 3(b)). Therefore, the photoemission arises mainly

from the AlGaSb layer, and thus the observed threshold, U,

near 2.3 eV is indeed the band offset between the AlGaSb

VB and the Al2O3 CB. Comparing these two thresholds with

those extracted from the cube root yield plot in Fig. 3(c) for

the 12 nm InAs device clearly confirms that: (i) the lower

thresholds in Figs. 2(a) and 2(c) are, in fact, the barrier

heights overcome by photoelectrons excited from AlGaSb,

and (ii) the energies at which the yield1/3 slope begins to

move upwards are the onset of emission by photo-excited

electrons from InAs. The flat-band (zero-field) barrier

heights U0 of Al2O3 seen by AlGaSb and InAs are found to

be 2.79 eV and 3.24 eV within 0.05 eV uncertainty, respec-

tively. These zero-field values were extracted from the

Schottky plot of barrier height vs. square-root oxide field

(not shown) that expresses the linear dependence of barrier

height on the square root of the oxide electric field.13–16

A complete electron energy band diagram of the metal/

oxide/semiconductor-heterojunction can be simulated by

using the 1-D Poisson solver, BANDPROF.24 In the simulation,

we use the known band gaps and known relative dielectric

constant of Al2O3 (6.8 eV, 0.8), InAs (0.35 eV, 14.6), and

FIG. 2. (a) Cube root of the IPE yield as a function of photon energy for dif-

ferent gate bias. (b) Imaginary part he2i of the pseudodielectric function of

InAs (black) and AlGaSb (red), measured by spectroscopic ellipsometry.
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AlxGa1�xSb (0.72þ 1.37 x eV, 15.69�3.65 x), and the band

offset values obtained from IPE measurements.

To satisfy the experimentally observed flat-band condi-

tion at VG¼ 0.2V, a negative charge at the interface between

Al2O3 and InAs must be incorporated in the simulation, and

the calculation results in an electron charge density of

1.2� 1012 cm�2 accumulating the Al2O3/InAs interface.

Consequently, the detail of the band diagram at the flat-band

condition can now be presented as shown in Fig. 4, where

the band offsets determined from the IPE measurement are

labeled accordingly, yielding a 0.4 eV6 0.1 eV offset at the

InAs/Al0.45Ga0.55Sb interface.

At this juncture, it is worthwhile to elaborate and discuss

the unique IPE measurement method employed in this study

that enables the determination of the band offsets at a semi-

conductor heterojunction. It is recognized that in order to

measure the band offsets of heterojunctions in the visible

photon energy range, the two necessary conditions should be

arranged, so that the photoemission processes from the struc-

ture can be decoupled and reliably distinguished. First is the

requirement of the thickness of the top semiconductor epi-

taxial layer lie in a certain range, which depends on its opti-

cal absorption or transmittance. The thickness must be thin

enough to allow the light to penetrate into the deeper semi-

conductor layer, but thick enough to totally absorb the light

at higher energies. The second criterion is the band offsets

from semiconductor to the oxide are in the visible spectra

range. The first requirement can be examined by calculating

the transmittance (T) into the semiconductor substrate using

a four-layer (metal/oxide/semiconductor epilayer/semicon-

ductor substrate) model.25 The complex optical refractive

indexes of each material are experimentally measured by

spectroscopic ellipsometry in this study.

By using the device structure in Fig. 1(a) as an example,

we calculate the transmittance into the AlGaSb substrate as a

function of photon energy as shown in Fig. 5 for different

thicknesses of the InAs layer. It is apparent that the transmit-

tance T into AlGaSb decreases with photon energy and with

the increasing thickness of InAs: T is close to or above 10%

for the full IPE spectra for the 3 nm InAs structures (red

line); T is below 5% in the 30 nm InAs structures (black line)

for photon energies above 2.7 eV. These two cases are

extreme instances where photoemission is expected only

from the AlGaSb substrate with a 3 nm InAs top layer and

only from InAs with the 30 nm InAs top layer, consistent

with what we observed in the IPE measurements, Figs. 3(a)

and 3(b). For the case of the 12 nm InAs top layer, the trans-

mittance into AlGaSb drops from more than 20% at low pho-

ton energies to below 10% as the photon energy increases

above 4 eV (blue line). Since AlGaSb sees a lower barrier

FIG. 3. Cube root of the IPE yield as a function of photon energy at electric

field of 0.75 MV/cm for (a) 30 nm InAs layer, (b) ultrathin InAs layer, and

(c) 12 nm InAs layer on AlGaSb/GaSb substrate.

FIG. 4. Band diagram of the heterostructure at flat-band condition, simulated

by BANDPROF (Ref. 24).

FIG. 5. The transmittance into the semiconductor substrate as a function of

photon energy, calculated by a 4-layer model with metal (10 nm W), oxide

(8 nm Al2O3), semiconductor epi-layer, and semiconductor substrate. The

optical properties of each material are measured by spectroscopic

ellipsometry.
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than InAs, the photoemission is expected to arise first from

AlGaSb at the low photon energy. At higher photon energy,

the transmittance into AlGaSb drops and photon emission is

expected to originate from InAs. Therefore, both barrier

heights can be determined on the structure with this particu-

lar thickness of InAs. Incidentally, in retrospect, the structure

W/Al2O3/InGaAs/InP in our previous work19 was also ana-

lyzed with the same rationality to arrive at two distinct

thresholds from InGaAs and InP.26

As a result of the analysis above, we believe that the

approach can be extended to measure heterojunction band

offsets of many other vertical TFET structures. In fact, in a

vertical TFET design,5,8–10 the top semiconductor layer

serves as the channel and to turn off the transistor its thick-

ness is usually thin (�10 nm), and thus properly satisfies the

stringent first requirement described above. To the extent of

spectral photon energy accessibility, most TFETs are

designed with high-k dielectrics with band gaps of 5–7 eV

and band offsets to semiconductor VB of 2.5–3.5 eV that are

suitable for IPE measurements. Therefore, it can be realized

that most III-V TFET heterojunction band alignment can be

experimentally resolved by IPE.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated that IPE measure-

ment can be used to quantitatively characterize the multiple

energy barriers of a heterojunction TFET. In particular, for

this Al2O3/n
þInAs/pþAl0.45Ga0.55Sb TFET structure, the

cube root yield plot reveals the band offsets for both the top

InAs layer and the underlying Al0.45Ga0.55Sb layer relative

to the Al2O3. By combining the experimental data with the

results of band diagram simulations, a self-consistent energy

band diagram is derived at VFB showing the necessary pres-

ence of an equivalent negative charge of 1.2� 1012 cm�2 at

the Al2O3/InAs interface. An approach proposes a specific

design of a MOS heterojunction structure that enables IPE to

uniquely measure the narrow band offsets at their interfaces,

which would otherwise require a sophisticated low energy

and low temperature photoemission setup.
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